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1) Does the evolution of ensemble spread depend on the 
method of initialization (micro or macro perturbation)?

2) How long does ocean initial-condition memory last in 
the atmosphere and upper ocean?
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Subtract the control run drift from 
each member before computing         

σ Micro (t) and σ Macro (t).
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2) How long does ocean initial-condition memory last 
in the atmosphere and upper ocean?

• Use the 4 AMOC ensembles (20 micro-perturbation members each).
• Form ensemble means of each AMOC ensemble, then compute         

σ(t) across the 4 ensemble means (= σ ocean). 
• Compare with σ(t) across all 80 members (= σ total). 
• Test whether σ ocean / σ total is significant based on random draws 

from the pictl simulation. 
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